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Risk theory as 
we know it is 

only a three or 
four hundred 

years old



Risk in the geographic context?

John Snow’s 
map of 
cholera 

outbreak, 
London, 1854



Roger Tomlinson 

The “Father of GIS”

Early 1960’s 
combining land use 

mapping with 
emerging computer 

technology



In 1992 Tomlinson 
and Associates 

esytablished the 
Victorian Strategic 
Framework for GIS 

Development, 
1992



In the mid-1990’s national perspective for 
GIS Data for Hazard/Risk modelling



In the early-mid 1990’s GIS data for 
Hazard/Risk modelling identified



The first attempt’s at statewide risk 
mapping initiative also appear in the mid-

1990s



The first attempt’s at statewide risk 
mapping initiative also appear in the mid-

1990s



Data problematic: Issues of scale, 
sensitivity, accuracy .. and the use of the 

products after they have been created



Fire intensity



Damage Potential Index



Fire history – note how Brigade 
Boundaries are represented by Thiessen 

Polygons



Wildfire Threat Index – A modest success



1997/98 Drought
WTM instantly useful as it is called used 
to target top 200 at risk communities



Early 2000’s – New Australasian Risk 
Management Standard

Becomes a very popular template



Move forward to 2008
Office of Emergency Services 

Commissioner leads development of risk 
tool



Essentially a data driven model

173 Data sets to 
generate product



Contemporary Risk Models

Victorian Fire Risk Register

AS/NZ ISO 31000:2009 



Victorian Fire Risk Register

Data is generated at municipal level

People (emergency managers, local 
government, police, utilities) create the 
data via a standardised facilitated process

Bushfire layers include Human 
settlement, Economic, Environment and 
Cultural.

Data not quantitative but very valuable



Contemporary Risk Models

Login to EM-COP
Emergency Management Common 

Operating Picture



Contemporary Risk Models

Bushfire Risk models

Data driven

Very flexible, scalable 
and quantitative

But still beholden to 
data quality and the 
modellers intuition 

DEPI East Central Strategic Bushfire Management Plan 2014



Commissioned late 2015



Terramatrix reviewed current bushfire risk 
assessment approaches

Goal was to gain an understanding of the 
risk from bushfires:

• Starting on or from the rail network and 
spreading elsewhere

• Risk to rail assets from bushfires
• Identify methods of prioritising risk 

reduction activities on rail networks 



Even though quite sophisticated tools were 
available local knowledge and local influence 
were the most important factor in decisions 

related to risk reduction works



Risk of house loss under catastrophic 
conditions and buffered operational railways

Data source: DELWP, Vicmap



Findings 

• Historical bushfire risk mapping has been 
surpassed by a number of contemporary 
products and initiatives

• Computer simulation of risk using the latest 
bushfire science offers the most potential

• Visualisation of current data such as VFRR, 
historical fire ignitions, fire prevention audit 
data and risk of property loss would be of 
immediate use



Risk analysis and spatial data: Summary

A continuum of big data, increased specialization 
and fields of use

But if there are no positive actions following 
their development then it’s just another model



The last words goes to 
Peter Bernstein



From “Against the Gods. The remarkable story of risk”
Peter L Bernstein, 1998

“Nothing is more soothing or more persuasive than 
the computer screen, with it’s imposing arrays of 
numbers, glowing colors, and elegantly structured 
graphs. As we stare at the passing show, we become 
so absorbed that we tend to forget that the computer 
only answers questions, it does not ask them. 

Whenever we ignore that truth, the computer supports 
us in our conceptual errors. Those who live only by the 
numbers may find that the computer has simply 
replaced the oracles to whom people resorted in 
ancient times for guidance in risk management and 
decision-making.”
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